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“The aggregate of 
candlelight illuminates 
the dimensional depth of 
the bin and makes visible 
the only space within the 
bin that retains its original 
function as void for air 
movement.” 
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Chamber Memoriam consists of three elements placed in a defunct seed-drying bin: a shroud, a perch 
and memoriam. The shroud, a 10 by 18 foot white poplin cloth, provides a more humanistic scale 
to the empty seed-drying bin by engaging the extents of the spatial enclosure; hung from the rafters 
and draped in front of the entry. A portion of the shroud is held in tension via a cable connected to 
the other side of the bin. This tension, due to gravity, causes a catenary curvature in the geometry 
of the shroud. The shroud in turn becomes a volumetric medium whereby light is made present. 
The perch, a bent 10 gauge steel plate fastened to the existing concrete masonry unit wall assembly, 
acts as a seating element for multiple guests. The memoriam consists of a series of candles that have 
been placed beneath the sloped and perforated metal grate subfloor. The aggregate of candlelight 
illuminates the dimensional depth of the bin and makes visible the only space within the bin that 
retains its original function as void for air movement. Consequently, heat - a critical element in the 
original drying process - is reintroduced. The entire assembly serves as a type of recall to practices 
since past.
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